Lewis Carroll, A Biography

Born on January 27, in Daresbury, Cheshire, England, Charles Dodgson wrote and created games as a child. His books
including "Alice's Adventures in Wonderland" were published under the pen name Lewis Carroll.Lewis Carroll: A
Biography is a biography of author Lewis Carroll by Morton N. Cohen, first published by Knopf, later by Macmillan. It
is generally considered to be the definitive scholarly work on Carroll's (real name Charles Lutwidge Dodgson)
life.Charles Lutwidge Dodgson better known by his pen name Lewis Carroll, was an English writer,
mathematician.Lewis Carroll: A Biography [Morton N. Cohen] on bjornhalldal.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying
offers. Under the pen name Lewis Carroll, Charles Lutwidge.Who was Charles Lutwidge Dodgson, the pioneer
photographer, Oxford don, and mathematician who, writing as Lewis Carroll, gave the world the Jabberwock.Lewis
Carroll, pseudonym of Charles Lutwidge Dodgson, (born January 27, , Daresbury, Cheshire, Englanddied January 14, ,
Guildford, Surrey), English logician, mathematician, photographer, and novelist, especially remembered for Alice's
Adventures in Wonderland () and its sequel, Through the Looking-Glass .Lewis Carroll has ratings and 43 reviews. Kate
said: This is a very detailed, very well-researched, very BORING biography. I never knew that the stor.Life and Work
Of all Lewis Carroll's major works, Alice's Adventures in Wonderland has a unique standing in the category of
whimsical, nonsense literature.Early life and education. Lewis Carroll was born Charles Lutwidge Dodgson on January
27, , the eldest son and third of eleven children born to Frances.Charles Lutwidge Dodgson was a pioneering
photographer, Oxford don and mathematician, who - as Lewis Carroll - gave the world not only Alice, but the Ja.. .Using
many previously unseen sources, Edward Wakeling's book aims to undo ' the myth about his special interest in young
girls'.Lewis Carroll Biography - Charles Lutwidge Dodgson was the exceptionally talented creator of Alice's Adventures
in Wonderland. In addition to being an author.Eccentric, fastidious, class-conscious, deeply religious Oxford don
Charles Lutwidge Dodgson (), better known as Lewis Carroll, spent his adult life.Lewis Carroll was an English writer,
mathematician and photographer. Check out this biography to know about his childhood, family life.It refers to the
problem of stammering, which plagued Dodgson throughout his life , emphasizing his shyness and becoming a major
factor when he considered.Key events and dates in a Lewis Carroll timeline, compiled by PhDs and Masters from The
appointment is significant in Carroll's personal and professional life.Under the pen name Lewis Carroll, Charles
Lutwidge Dodgson became a legend for his children's Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass.This year marks the th
anniversary of Lewis Carroll's Alice's Adventures in Wonderland, probably the most beloved children's book in.Lewis
Carroll (Charles Lutwidge Dodgson) is best-known for Alice's Further information about the life of Lewis Carroll can be
found here via the Oxford.The baby would grow up to become Lewis Carroll, author of two of the . In fact, as far as his
daily life went, Lewis Carroll was a complete.
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